When writing scientific modeling and simulation software, frequent regression tests can expose bugs that would otherwise create future obstacles. For this reason, regression testing should be a fundamental part of any development process in medium to large-sized projects. In order to implement a flexible solution to this problem, a software testing framework that is based on simple one-to-one comparisons was designed. The comparisons are performed between two different representations of a simulation with one representation considered valid and the other unknown. Using a simple framework has proven to be advantageous in several ways. One of the biggest advantages is that of portability for testing other software. Implementing standardized design patterns allows a degree of flexibility which keeps it from being bound to specific software. For output, the framework is designed to use the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). This results in the ability to publish results in several different formats, archive into a database, and maintain compatibility with other simulation outputs. The preliminary results of implementing this framework have proven promising. Using object-oriented design has not only simplified development but has allowed for a more user friendly approach to testing. Future improvements include user-customized test cases, ad hoc queries for archived results, and automatic test result publication.
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is an important aspect of development that should be practiced both during the development process and after the software has been completed. Through testing, developers and designers can accurately discern whether or not their efforts have satisfied established requirements. As a result, continual testing produces software that is more stable and reliable to end users.
A specific type of software testing, regression tests, can be advantageous to software while it is in a developmental stage. Regression testing is defined by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as a process of retesting modified software to ensure changes did not introduce unintended bugs. 1 This testing immediately uncovers unintended errors introduced during development, thus preventing a larger problem in future development.
The importance of uncovering development bugs is even more important in software that is complex, such as scientific simulation software. To gain some of the advantages of regression testing, we developed a system designed to test our own scientific software. While the system was developed for a particular software program, it has been generalized so that it can be used to test other applications.
BACKGROUND
One must first understand the environment the testing system was developed for in order to understand the motivation and justification for its design and requirements. Because this system has a specific scientific application, it possesses some unique characteristics which ultimately affected the design of the system used to test it.
The simulation system being tested is categorized in a class of scientific software applications known as 'grand challenge' programs. An example of a grand challenge program is one used to solve Einstein's Equations. 2 Our scientific software performs a time dependent simulation of a complex physical system, providing state information with respect to time.
The complexity of the scenario simulated by this type of program typically requires extensive CPU time. As such, these programs are commonly run on large, massively parallel computational platforms. Such platforms often implement a special scheduling and communication system to control access and communication between the processors on the system. These systems are often shared among several users and have a batch system to control execution time. This results in a requirement of the testing system being able to interface to the batch and parallel processing systems.
In terms of interaction between the testing system and our scientific software, it was not feasible for the testing system to interact with the code in any means other than invocation and data collection. The reason being was that the time needed to interface a testing system to the individual scientific software units was extensive. This factor eliminated possibilities for unit testing. Instead, it was deemed necessary that any testing system had to deal with the software in a 'black box' manner. That is, the test system could only invoke execution of the software, collect data, then perform comparisons. All of the internal structure and implementations contained in the scientific software would be kept hidden (or in a 'black box') from the testing system. An example of this structure is given in figure 1.
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Test Results Another issue related specifically with our simulation software was the variety of methods for execution and data collection. In certain situations, the simulation program requires the existence of data before it can be executed. These data dependencies resulted in requiring the testing system to understand the order that simulations had to be executed in and do so correctly.
Lastly, the computational environment the system was developed for consists of several different platforms. Therefore, all the above requirements had to be transparently handled across different operating systems and different hardware.
The end result of these requirements was that the system must be able to maintain a degree of separation between itself and the environment it is being run in as well as between itself and the simulation representation objects it handles. Creating this separation between the testing system and the scientific software was achieved via the blackbox approach. Likewise, separation between the testing system and the simulation representation objects was achieved through formal design patterns.
DESIGN
Our automated testing system determines the current validity of the scientific simulation program by comparing simulation output against benchmark standards. These benchmark standards are simulation output from previous versions of the scientific program. They have been independently verified by human examination and are stored to provide benchmarks for the automated system. The testing system uses object-oriented design as both a framework and as means of simulation representation.
Simulation representation
To allow for unique tests on simulations, each simulation is represented by its own corresponding object. The scientific simulation software being tested outputs simulation state as a function of time. This software uses a mesh to manage a collection of cells that represent atomic entities in the simulation environment. Output from the simulation software consists of these mesh values both at the cellular level as well as averaged across the mesh.
Depending on the simulation, the mesh has one to three dimensions. The number of dimensions in the mesh is directly related to the number of dimensions simulated by the scientific software. Likewise, a three dimensional simulation will give more output than a two dimensional simulation because of the increased number of cells. To account for the differences in output size and structure, simulation representation objects are dynamically created in accordance with the simulation they represent.
Comparisons
Comparisons are performed at the simulation representation level. Specifically, a comparison is defined as validating a new representation against a benchmark representation. This is done by comparing all internal values to each other and recording any differences. The act of comparing corresponding fields in a comparison is portrayed in figure 2.
Because each representation can a have unique internal structure, it was important to allow for customized tests. Having tests unique to their respective representation allows the system to take full advantage of the information provided by each simulation. A representation is considered inconsistent with its benchmark if any of its compared values differ by a given margin of error, which can be set to zero to test for equality. The choice between comparing by equality or margin of error is entered by the user in the configuration file. Allowing the values to have a margin of error grants the tester the ability to account for differences between machine architectures, platforms, and even minor computational anomalies caused by extended execution times.
Design patterns (the framework)
The following design patterns are presented because of their key roles in the testing system. The first, Facade, facilitates development by simplifying multiple tasks behind a single interface. The second, Abstract Factory, provides the flexibility needed to construct objects representing different simulation outputs while being able to perform unique tests on these objects. A formal introduction to design patterns and their applications can be found in the book, Design Patterns, Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software. 
Facade
The Facade Design Pattern behaves analogously to the ignition of a car. While there are several tasks necessary to starting a car (starter initiation, oil pump activation, etc.), they are hidden from the driver behind the facade of turning a key in the ignition. While the same principle of hiding multiple tasks behind a single interface was used in our implementation, the end user did not directly interact with the facade interface. Instead, internal classes in the testing system took advantage of facade interfaces to simplify function invocation.
As illustrated in figure 3, our three primary testing tasks; running simulations, gathering output and running tests, are each a facade to other tasks, such as locating input files, in the testing system. Likewise, each of the intermediate tasks is another facade to smaller tasks. The complexity of a task, with complexity defined as the number of subtasks needed to execute a task, increases toward the left side of the figure. This allows the testing system to use a driver which only invokes tasks listed at the furthest left of the figure. The code implementing the driver, in turn, is easily ready by third party programmers and can therefore be maintained without extensive knowledge of system internals. Additionally, system specific implementations are handled in a single place, rather than propagating through the entire design. 
Abstract factory
Implementing the Abstract Factory Design Pattern allows the system to transparently handle different representation objects as well as the tests executed on them. Figure 4 gives a visual overview of our implementation of this design pattern. The motivation for implementing the Abstract Factory Design Pattern was a need to handle objects and their interactions transparently. Because meaningful testing required different simulation representations and customized tests, this pattern proved to be the cornerstone of our testing system. Invocation of this pattern begins when the driver sends a request to the representation creation object (designated as the 'Data Factory' in figure 4) to create objects representing particular simulations. The Data Factory object, in turn, handles all implementation aspects regarding simulation representation. It is at this point in the system that implementation decisions, such as how to record a three dimensional simulation as opposed to a two dimensional one, are made. By delegating such decisions to a dedicated creation object, the driver is unaware of structural differences between the representations it is handling. After implementation decisions have been made, the Data Factory creates the representation objects and notifies the driver.
To continue separation of representation objects from the driver, a 'Representation' interface is provided to act as a mediator between the two. All interaction between these objects is performed through this interface.
Once all necessary simulation representations have been instantiated, the driver continues by sending a request to the test creation object (designated as the 'Test Factory' in figure 4) to create customized tests for the representation objects. As with the Data Factory, all implementation decisions are encapsulated inside the Test Factory object and therefore hidden from the driver. Likewise, all interaction between the driver and newly created test objects is carried out through the 'Test' interface. The separation between driver and test objects is analogous to the separation between representation objects and the driver.
By looking at figure 4, one can see the application of the Abstract Factory Pattern in handling Noh and Marshak representation objects and their respective tests. Being different physical simulations, they produce different output and each requires a unique representation. Likewise, each simulation has a specific test criteria to account for the physical aspects the simulation describes.
After all test and representation objects have been instantiated, the driver proceeds with testing. Through the Test interface, the driver invokes a testing method in each test object. In turn, each test object is aware of its corresponding representation object and performs its customized tests on this object. The results of the tests are reported to the driver once all tests have completed.
The end result is that the driver, through communication with the Test and Representation interfaces, instantiates all representation objects and corresponding test objects without ever knowing their exact implementation. It then invokes tests through the Test interface that run on each representation object. This separation of testing procedure (as performed by the driver), simulation representation and tests is what gives the system enough flexibility to be reused for testing other scientific programs.
IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of the system consisted of writing a test driver, developing a configuration system for controlling driver behavior and interfacing the driver to both the simulation software and input files used by the simulation software. The test driver is responsible for invoking simulation execution, gathering output from simulations and comparing the output to previous simulation outputs. Its behavior is determined by the end user via the configuration system.
Configuration system
The configuration system is the sole source of information provided to the driver for controlling test behavior. Through it, the end user can determine the number of tests to perform, the criteria for each test as well as any information unique to the environment the test system is running in.
The user provides information to the configuration system via a configuration file. The file is divided into sections, each section providing information about a specific simulation and it tests. For each simulation, the user provides the type of tests to execute on the simulation, a margin of error for numerical comparisons (if any) and the paths for the input file, the simulation output and the benchmark output.
In addition to the simulation sections inside the configuration file, there is a general configuration section that deals with general attributes to the system. These include output type, the version number of the simulation software being tested and the location of the simulation software. These values are not considered specific to any simulation but are given for configuration of the testing system itself.
After the system locates the configuration file, its contents are parsed. The information is then placed inside a special configuration object. Once instantiated, this object provides the driver with test information via a simple set of communication routines.
Test driver
The test driver is the instantiation of the previously mentioned design patterns and is responsible for actions necessary to implement tests. It was written in Perl using object-oriented syntax. It must be able to interface with both the simulation software and its execution environment. Through these interfaces, the driver is able to invoke execution for each simulation.
To initiate the test process, the driver begins by configuring itself in accordance to the configuration system. The configuration system provides the driver with information about what type of environment it is running on, which simulations to execute and where to find the simulation software and input files. The test driver is also given information about testing procedures such as margin of error in comparisons and the types of tests to run on each simulation.
After configuration, the driver proceeds by locating all the necessary files to perform simulation execution. This includes the simulation software itself and all needed input files. Once located, the driver initiates simulation execution by submitting the simulation jobs to whatever batch system is used in the current environment. All jobs are submitted simultaneously to take advantage of the parallel environment the system is running on.
After all jobs have been submitted, the driver enters into a passive stage where it invokes 'sleep' calls and regularly 'wakes up' to check on the status of submitted jobs. When all jobs are complete, the system resumes by locating the output given from each job. This execution flow can be seen in figure 5 .
The output from the simulation executions, in turn, is read by the driver and used to build simulation representation objects that will later be used for comparisons. These objects are the ones previously mentioned as being handled transparently. Each simulation is represented by its own unique object inside the test driver. Benchmark representation objects are built from old output stored in a repository. The driver builds a corresponding benchmark object for each simulation representation object and uses these object pairs for comparison. Whether or not a simulation passes the test is based on the comparison between its newly created object and its corresponding benchmark object.
Finally, after comparisons are executed and results recorded, the driver completes execution by outputting the comparison results. Once again, the format and type of output given is determined by the configuration system.
XML representation of results
We decided to implement an XML based representation of test results as one of the options for output. As with all software that involves human interaction, the importance of presenting clear and accurate information to the user was one of the most important requirements. We therefore decided to continue our theme of flexibility by using XML.
Using XML was deemed advantageous because it provides a means of holding data in a structured fashion and gives the ability to publish this data in multiple formats. Test results are inherently structured because of the number of simulations tested with each test system execution. Test system output is ordered by simulation and contains each point of failure as well as the simulation responsible for it.
To implement this system, there were two criteria to meet. The first was to create a means of recording test results into a system that can archive them in XML. The second was creating the ability to retrieve those results.
Our implementation of recording the test results in XML was achieved by using an existing system developed for an electronic notebook for physical system simulation. 4 Using this existing system, the testing system passes test result information to an XML Remote Procedure Call (XMLRPC) client. XMLRPC establishes a means of transferring XML data via the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). 5 The client then connects to an XMLRPC server which receives the data and stores it in a database specifically designed for XML, Xindice.
6
To retrieve the archived results, the system uses an Apache Tomcat server to receive requests sent from web browsers.
7 The Tomcat server queries the Xindice database, collects results, then formats the information into HTML and sends it back to the web browser.
RESULTS
Generally, the results of designing, developing, implementing and executing this system have proven positive. Without a doubt, this results from the time spent planning and forming requirements before the first line of code was ever written. Had it not been for this foresight, the testing system would surely be constrained by the bounds of continual maintenance and eventual obscurity resulting from such.
Positive experiences
The object-oriented design of this system has proven advantageous is numerous ways. It has simplified development, allowed for unit testing on the testing system itself and provided the framework for flexibility that would have otherwise been extremely difficult to achieve. Also, it provides a self-documenting structure for those who are familiar with formal design patterns and object-oriented programming.
Lastly, this design has yielded a more user-friendly approach to testing. Because object-oriented programming inherently mimics relationships and situations in the real world, it is only natural that a system developed in this style would provide a more intuitive approach to testing for the end user.
For better or worse, the computing environment at Los Alamos National Laboratory, is riddled with various machine architectures and operating systems. Because the software being tested runs on several machines, the testing system was required to as well. We were very pleased to discover that the system was quite easy to port to different platforms and operating systems. To a degree, this can be attributed to the flexibility of the Perl interpreter. The isolation between the system and its execution environment must also be given credit, however. Typically, porting the system to a new environment consisted of adding an 'environment preparation' method where a proper run-time environment would be created for testing on that platform.
Paralleling the system's ability to execute on multiple platforms, the system can execute in multiple configurations on the same platform as well. Each night, a total of ten different configurations on three different platforms perform tests. The reason for multiple configurations of the same system is to test different releases of software. For each machine the system runs on, the testing system executes both release and head tests. The former tests the most recent official release of the software and the latter tests the most recent alpha version of the software. For each configuration, the system has different standards from which to base comparisons on.
Negative experiences
While the general results of implementing this system have been positive, there are some negative experiences that surfaced as well. These include such factors as choice of programming language for implementation, problems with the computational environment and the configuration system being too complex.
Initially, we chose Perl as the development language. The reason being was that Perl has relatively stable system calls and an object-oriented syntax. Unfortunately, the latter is not necessarily true. Perl can have an object-oriented syntax, but this must be implemented by the developer. As opposed to languages such at C++ where object-oriented features such as inheritance are implemented inside the language itself, Perl requires that the developer implement the necessary means to achieve these features. While these features do exists if one wishes to implement them, implementing object-oriented design standards introduces a considerable amount of overhead.
Another negative experience that arose unexpectedly was instabilities in the computing environment where the tests were carried out. At it would happen, any instabilities in this environment that led to a simulation crash were recorded by the testing system as a failure. Unfortunately, this led to several situations where a release of software was wrongfully thought to be erroneous. This issue has grown with the propagation of the testing system onto different platforms and resulted in it forming a future requirement of accounting for these crashes.
Lastly, the configuration file used to configure the testing system's behavior is too complex. Requiring scientists to be interested in configuring a testing system was too liberal of an expectation. The result is that testers and developers use 'canned' or preconfigured configuration files. These files are created by the test system developers and included in the releases of the test system.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were discovered and investigated after running the testing system for several months. While there were numerous interesting discoveries found by implementing this system, a couple stood out more than others. These discoveries centered around the data used to test simulations and the objects handled by the system, respectively.
As mentioned previously, simulation output consists of information at the cellular level as well as averages taken across the simulation mesh. If a simulation did not have a specific value inside the mesh for which comparisons could meaningfully be employed, the simulation was tested by comparing the values averaged across the mesh. Because a value averaged across a domain is affected by anomalies within the domain, these values can provide peripheral information about whether or not a simulation is failing. This can be used to inform a developer that an error exists, even if its source is not available.
The benefit of this situation is that it provides the testers a general base from which they can begin testing a simulation. In the case that the tester does not understand the simulation under examination, he or she can usually rely on these averaged values to be erroneous if there is a problem with the simulation. For most simulations, this method of error testing has proven sufficient. There are exceptions, however, and those simulations should be represented and tested via customized code (as described in the Abstract Factory overview).
An interesting discovery involving the system design focuses on the contrast between the simplicity of the design and the complexity of the objects it handles. As previously mentioned, the design of the system is a composition of two design patterns, Abstract Factory and Facade.
Contrasting this simplicity, the objects that are handled inside this design can be extremely complex. Their job as representations for scientific simulations mandates that they record their respective simulations as accurately as possible. This can result in objects that contain thousands of values inside complex configurations of nested data structures.
The interesting idiosyncrasy resulting from the comparison of these two elements is that the less complex entity, the design, is responsible for the management of the more complex, the objects. This is a direct result of designing a degree of isolation into the system. The degree of isolation is what allows the system to transparently handle small and large objects without regard to their size.
Overall, this system has proven itself as both a regular nightly test tool and an end user development tool. In serving this dual purpose, it not only proves itself, but the design supporting it. We therefore feel that the design of the system is worthy of the attention of those who are interested in developing a similar system for their own needs.
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